Host Klordy says:
Prologue: The Hayden remains in orbit and the Captain has a date with the High Council and perhaps her demise
Host Klordy says:
<<<<Resume Mission>>>
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::rushes to the bridge, having de-coded the data from his last trip to the surface::
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Tapping her combadge:: *XO*: Jayden, they could be coming for me any minute.  Do you have anything new for me?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
*XO*: Commander I have hit the jackpot, I am on my way to the bridge!
OPS_Verradi says:
::Walks out of the Turbolift with a purpose. A very vague, undefined purpose for those not living in the recesses of Verradi's mind. He heads over to his console and brings up his lovely bit of personalized display::
SO_Knight says:
::At the science terminal on the Bridge working on putting the gathered Intel on the situation and putting it together::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::nearly runs over a crewman entering the TL:: Sorry...
CNS_Cutter says:
::sits cross-legged in her chair, reviewing and making notes on psych evaluations::
Host CO_Skye says:
@*XO*: Jayden, come in.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Brings up a status report--the skeleton of which he'd proudly set up himself--and looks it over to see if anything interesting went on while he was in the holodeck for eight hours::
Host CO_Skye says:
@*XO*: Jayden, come in.
Host XO_Cutter says:
*CO*  I've got nothing, but our excitable CTO seems to have some info.
EO_ivanova says:
::walks into  the bridge::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Turns over to look at the excitable CTO, eager to hear said information::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::enters the bridge, holding a PADD:: XO: Anyone interested in personal communiqués between K`Tro and his line officers?
Host CO_Skye says:
*XO*: I'll need it as quickly as you can get it to me......
CNS_Cutter says:
::mumbling to herself as she works::  You are sooo in need of professional help, buddy.... ::keeps working on the evals, almost oblivious to the fact that SHE is the professional help available... poor soul::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Talk into the mic....  Captain is listening.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Or... does turn... when he comes... to the bridge::
EO_ivanova says:
::turn around listens to what the cto says::
CNS_Cutter says:
::overhears the CTO and looks up, report forgotten::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
*CO*: Captain I have communiqués between K`Tro and his line officers discussing strikes on the High Council, no time tables, but clearly a intent.
SO_Knight says:
::Has all of the data integrated into an accessible report whish he downloads onto a PADD. Takes it to the XO::
Host CO_Skye says:
@*CTO*: If I'm given a padd, can you send that to me?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
*CO*: I think I can do that Captain.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: I've made copies so if the data is lost in transfer I have backups.
EO_ivanova says:
CTO: How do they plan on attacking the high council sir?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Very good.  Does anything you've found give a location for K'tro?
Host CO_Skye says:
*CTO*: Anything else of note in there I can give them before you're able to send the information down on a padd?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Can't help but wonder if this is the sort of thing they need to spring the Captain::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
EO: All it says that it will be a strike that will be remembered, something that will leave a big impression.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
*CO*: That was all I could get, I was lucky to get this much.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Doesn't quite know who K'Tro is, but hey! The name sounds important::
EO_ivanova says:
CTO:  Do we know if they have any subspace weapons?
Host CO_Skye says:
*CTO*: That's something.  Thank you.
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: That would at least prove to the High Council that Sam isn't making this stuff up.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
*CO*: Yes Captain.
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO: Is this concrete?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  ::nods::  It should...  IF they're open to listening.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Keeps it simple, because at this point he's too excited to do otherwise::
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: ::frowns::  There kinda is that too, isn't there.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: I would say so, the data came from a former contact of his, K`Tro should pay his debts to those he contracts.
SO_Knight says:
::Stands by the XO, trying not to interrupt the conversation, with PADD in hand::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  Yeah...  there's that
OPS_Verradi says:
::Nods at what the XO says, feeling very similar sentiments... especially since he's been working for hours on just such a contingency::
Host XO_Cutter says:
SO:  What's going on Mr. Knight?
EO_ivanova says:
XO: Do we have anyone in the high council we can contact?
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO: Excellent! Just out of curiosity, when was it intercepted? I haven't been able to get everything I want into my status report yet.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Takes a seat calmly waiting for the guard to return to take her to the high council.::
Host XO_Cutter says:
EO:  Not that I'm aware of.
SO_Knight says:
XO: Here's all of the Intel on our current situation from sensors and science officers. Maybe we can find a solution in the data, sir.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: From what I can surmise, 2 weeks ago...maybe
Host XO_Cutter says:
SO:  ::Nods::  What's your analysis of the information?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Raises his eyebrows, a human gesture that looks quite frightening on the Caitian face:: CTO: Two weeks? Why hadn't we used it earlier?
SO_Knight says:
XO: Well there appears to be a Romulan presence within this situation, based on the report on the DNA scans from th' FCO's little souvenir.
EO_ivanova says:
SO: So the Tal shiar is involved?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: Verradi, I just acquired it 4 hours ago, then I had to decode it.
Host XO_Cutter says:
SO:  ::raised eyebrows::  A full Romulan or a Romulan Klingon half breed?
CNS_Cutter says:
XO/CTO: Um... not to sound dense here but... might it be possible to beam the CO back to the Hayden when she is being transported to the High Council?
Host Klordy says:
Action: two Klingon marines enter to escort the Captain to the Council
OPS_Verradi says:
::Nods:: CTO: All right then. Good pick up.
Host XO_Cutter says:
XO:  Probably is Kay....  however, we're not going to.
CNS_Cutter says:
XO/CTO: She has her comm badge back now...
SO_Knight says:
XO: There's a Romulan/Vulcan  mix in the sample. EO: Not sure, but I'd take tha' bet.
EO_ivanova says:
Xo/so/CTO: Can we put the info we have on the Captain's combadge?
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: I was actually going to bring that very point up with you ::Adds brownie points for the CNS cause she's smart::
EO_ivanova says:
XO: Have it some binary format.
CNS_Cutter says:
::about to ask why.... but shakes her head and deflates:: XO: You're the boss.
Host XO_Cutter says:
SO:  Okay.  So she had contact with K'tro.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Upon hearing the door open, Sam stands to see the burly Klingon's:: Guard: I take it it's time?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::gives Verradi a copy:: OPS: See if I missed anything, your specialty is comms.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Cuts the comm channel at this point::
SO_Knight says:
XO: I 'ssume so.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  ::gently::  She's our best chance of stopping K'tro right now sis...  we have to give her a shot at the High Council.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Takes the PADD with an inclination of the head:: CTO: I will do that.
Host Klordy says:
Action: the Guards nod silently and turn smartly expecting the CO to follow
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: I get that, Jayd.  I do.  I just.. I dunno... would rather her do it from here where we have a chance of actually protecting her or something.
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO: But before I do... ::Turns his head to the Commander:: XO: Sir, I can get her out after she presents her case if necessary.
EO_ivanova says:
SO: Have you been getting any strange anomaly readings like q singularity?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  ::smiles, a little bitterly::   She's a big girl, Kay
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  How's that?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::goes to his station, prepared to send Sam the data::
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Sam falls into pace with the Klingon's.:: Guard: Before we go, I need a padd please.  My ship has information to prove what I'm saying.  I need to download it to a padd, please.
CNS_Cutter says:
::gives him a sympathetic look:: XO: Yeah, well... big girls need help sometimes too.  ::quietly::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  ::nods and looks straight ahead::
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: I am a very adept computer programmer and I can... sort of... work my way inside the Klingon computers and manipulate... things. ::Looks quite awkward as he tries to phrase things euphemistically::
SO_Knight says:
EO: After seeing this in the report, I figured we oughtta check up on that. Scans came up nil, so far, love.
EO_ivanova says:
OPS: You could have the info as a voice file.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Good to know Verradi.  I'll keep it in mind.
Host Chancellor says:
Action: after a bit of discussion in muted tones with someone over a communicator one of the Guards rummages about in the Base Commanders desk and Hands Sam a Padd
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Yes, sir.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Reopens that comm channel. We must hear what the council says, after all::
Host CO_Skye says:
@Guard: Thank you.  *CTO*: If you're reading me, I'm ready to receive the information.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Has done so just in time, apparently::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::makes a connection to the Captain's PADD, downloads the data:: *CO*: Data coming your way.
EO_ivanova says:
SO: They probably might have a ship nearby.
OPS_Verradi says:
EO: Probably not the best idea right now, but thanks anyway.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Busies himself now with checking over that intercepted communiqué::
SO_Knight says:
EO: We'll keep me scanners peeled for one.
CNS_Cutter says:
All: I know we're all focused on the CO... but anyone keeping an eye on the 30-40 other hostile ships around us? ::small brain wave... that kind of hurt::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CNS: I have them on tactical view Counselor, no worries.
EO_ivanova says:
CNS: We will be fine nothing to worry about ma'am.
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Sir, we're receiving a signal from the Council Chambers. Would you like to acknowledge it and open a channel?
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Glances down at her padd:: *CTO*: I'm receiving.  Thank you.
CNS_Cutter says:
::shoots a look at the EO before turning her attention to the CTO::
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  On screen
OPS_Verradi says:
::Brings the Council up on screen::
CNS_Cutter says:
CTO: Have I mentioned that I think I love you? ::grins::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::laughs:: CNS: Does that mean you'll have dinner with me?
SO_Knight says:
CNS: Sensors are scannin' ever'thin' round the clock. If there's trouble, Hayden'll let us no at the second.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::After the download is complete, Sam tucks the padd into the palm of her hand and turns it up as her arms swing gently......wondering why she's not incredibly more nervous than she is.::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Seems about ready to say something to the Counselor before deciding to refrain::
CNS_Cutter says:
SO: I suddenly feel all warm and tingly and totally taken care of! ::flutters her eye lashes::
Host Chancellor says:
Action: the screen fills with an image of the High Councils Chambers. Dark and Noisy with a rowdy crowd here and there snippets of words can be made out like War and Federation and insult
EO_ivanova says:
CNS: You have nothing to worry about clandestine operations.
CNS_Cutter says:
CTO: ::grins:: Sounds like a date to me.... just um... no drinking contest this time.
Host Chancellor says:
Action: the Guards, satisfied that the CO is ready lead her away
EO_ivanova says:
CNS: We are faster then most of those ships we should be able to get away
SO_Knight says:
::Sits back down at the SCI console and checks over the latest scan logs and science department reports::
OPS_Verradi says:
EO/CNS: Clandestine operations die when they meet my computers. So yeah.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Is quite adamant about that::
CNS_Cutter says:
::focuses on the screen in front::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CNS: That is definitely a deal.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Nods and falls in behind the guards again.::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Kii, I want a security team in the area of the chambers, well hidden, but ready to move in on my command.
EO_ivanova says:
::goes to the eo console::
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO/XO: Pattern enhancers... just in case? And an extra for the Captain, perhaps?
Host Chancellor says:
@::Looks down on the Chambers from his seat on the raised dais::
CNS_Cutter says:
SO/OPS: Someone got a lock on her yet?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Commander, I can have a team standing by to beam into the chambers. Now, they will detect it.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  I said near the chambers Kii....  have them hide nearby
SO_Knight says:
OPS: I'm givin' ya extra sensor gain so you can get ya lock.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aye sir. ::makes the arrangements::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Begins bringing up some of the many screens he will need and loading the proper programs to infiltrate the Klingon computers if it is necessary:: CNS: Next best thing.
CNS_Cutter says:
::doesn't take her eyes off the screen::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  And Kii?  ::grimly::  Make sure they're heavily armed.
OPS_Verradi says:
SO: I won't need it, but thanks.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Looking up at the doors all of a sudden feels a quiver in the pit of her stomach.::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aye sir...::grimly as well::
OPS_Verradi says:
XO/CTO: No pattern enhancers then?
SO_Knight says:
OPS: Me job, mate.
Host Chancellor says:
Action: with a great booming sound the Chamber doors swing open
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  They won't get through the shielding.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: Too much equipment to carry, they are already armed to the teeth.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::the team enters TR2, armed heavily::
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO/XO: Fair enough. Good luck then, Lieutenant. I'll keep an eye on you.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Feels the breeze made by the quick swooshing of the doors.  Takes a deep breath and enters the chambers doing her best to look confident.........as she enters, she looks at the Chancellor and bows her head slightly down and then returns it erect.::
CNS_Cutter says:
::stands and moves to just behind her brother's right shoulder::
Host Chancellor says:
Action: The Great hall is dimly lit as the Captain walks in. The constant roaring undertone ceases as those gathered notice Skye’s presence. History is in the making. The number of times a Federation starship captain has addressed the full council can be counted on one hand.
SO_Knight says:
::Keeps an eye on the sensors::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: I won't be going, yet.
EO_ivanova says:
::keeps watching the power core::
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: And remember sir, the shields are ours to command. ::Well, he hopes. Under that bravado, he has to wonder where it all comes from::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Prepares various sequences that could automatically beam the security team out in a flash::
Host Chancellor says:
::gestures with his hand but doesn't stand:: All: Captain Skye, You have been summoned before the council to explain the actions of the Federation. Your ship, the Hayden, has demonstrated what we can only interpret as a new weapon of stealth. You have apparently chosen to demonstrate this strength in orbit around the Empire’s home world.
Host XO_Cutter says:
::focused on the screen, but notes his sister's support and shoots her a quick smile::
Host Chancellor says:
All: How can this be interpreted as anything other then a slap in the face to the entire Klingon empire? How can we honorably respond in any way other then War?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Wishes he could focus more on the screen, but he has no personal ties to the Captain and a good bit of technical work to do in case it all goes sour::
Host XO_Cutter says:
::mutters::  Klingon moron.  If we had a cloak, why would we be sitting under your goons guns?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Is also going to make sure that engines are working a-ok... in the event that they have to beam out the Captain and make a run for it::
CNS_Cutter says:
::acknowledges his smile with a nod:: Try explaining a Q to the Klingons though
Host CO_Skye says:
@Chancellor: If I may be permitted to speak.
SO_Knight says:
::Keeps eyes locked on the sensor s scanning the activity of the other vessels::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Is -also- working on sending a whole lot of mixed static to faster Klingon ships in orbit should it be necessary--an immediate pursuit would almost certainly be bad::
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: By all means Captain Skye... we await your explanation of this treachery
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS;  Tell me you're scanning the area for Vulcan/Romulan life signs
OPS_Verradi says:
::Then goes ahead and double-checks the safety routines on his programs so that they don't bug-out and misfire, inevitably causing diplomatic havoc with the Klingons by -accident-. No, if they do it, it would be for the Captain:: XO: No sir, hard at work making sure all contingencies are taken care of.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::the team stands on the TR padds, ready to beam down::
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Begin scanning
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Waits to be acknowledged.:: Chancellor: That is exactly what 'he' wants.  He - K'tro wants you to go to war with the Federation.  All the more reason for all of us to remain level headed and work together to thwart the uprising he has planned here.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Team is ready Commander.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Thank you Kii
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Right away sir. ::Taps it into his console to begin doing such::
SO_Knight says:
XO: I'm looking for any signs of a Romulan vessel, sir. Nothin' yet. They might be cloaked.
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Sir, would you have a DNA pattern with which I could cross-reference it? There will be thousands of results, I'm sure.
Host XO_Cutter says:
SO:  Very well.
EO_ivanova says:
OPS: You might want to use a probe to enhance the results.
OPS_Verradi says:
CTO: And the transporters are ready when the go-ahead is given.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::hairs begin to stand on his neck:: XO: Something is not right here....
CNS_Cutter says:
OPS: Vulcan/Romulan?  I can't see there being all that many.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  For that particular mix??   Strange.  Anyway, the SO has a DNA sample.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Why is that?
OPS_Verradi says:
EO: I cannot fire a probe into the atmosphere. It would... break.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: I don't know sir...something...
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: It seems this mysterious person no one has ever seen or heard may get his wish
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Wait. You mean a hybrid? ::Re-adjusts his scan::
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: You'll have to forgive me. I thought you meant Vulcans and Romulans.
SO_Knight says:
::Sends the DNA sample to OPS:: OPS: This wha' ya lookin' for, Mate?
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Next time, read the mission briefs and review logs before coming on duty.  Assuming, of course, you wish to continue coming on duty.
CNS_Cutter says:
::Winces, fairly sure that Verradi is going to get himself put on a really awful detail... and soon!::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Looks down, quite abashed:: XO: Yes sir.
Host CO_Skye says:
@ High Chancellor: This mysterious person - K'tro is the son of a Romulan and a Vulcan, but he has recently taken up residence on Kronos.  I have proof that he is plotting an attempt to assassinate the High Council.  My ship was sent here to stop him.  ::Holds up the padd and turns around to look at the rest of those in the room::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Cross-references the scan with the DNA provided by the SO:: SO: That's it. ::Also speaks quite meekly. Yeah, he isn't going to live that down. Ever.::
Host CO_Skye says:
@Council: We, our two people's, have gone through too much together to get to the place where we are allies to throw that away like a piece of Pah'taq because a half Romulan is trying to bring is to war.
SO_Knight says:
OPS: No worrie, mate. Jus' the concern fro th' Cap'n gettin' into his mood. Ya doin' fine.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::wishes he could pinpoint this feeling of trouble::
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: You are trying to tell us that an unknown child has a plot to kill the Council? What do you offer as proof of this preposterous story?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Wants to punch the SO too. He doesn't need consolation. He needs to bury his head in a sandbox::
SO_Knight says:
::Smiles:: Self: Eh... Cutters. ::Chuckles:: Self: Missed them, too.
Host CO_Skye says:
@Chancellor: I have here on this padd information intercepted by my CTO.  It speaks of his plot, though it gives no times or dates.  And K'tro, while young in years has been genetically aged.  He is not a youth, but a strong man ready to lead an army to destroy each of us.
CNS_Cutter says:
::Hear's the SO and flashes him a quick smile before focusing on the screen::
SO_Knight says:
::Tries to call up known methods for flushing out cloaked vessels from the LCARS::\
CTO_Nightcloud says:
SO: Scan for any neutron surges...
Host Chancellor says:
@::Gestures for an aid to take the pad. Once he does he places it in a viewer and the information is sent to the many view stations throughout the hall
OPS_Verradi says:
::Is shaken out of his sad, sad, sadness from some news from the sensors:: XO: Sir, we may have something. ::Said, again, weakly, meekly, and... terribly::
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  What have you got?
SO_Knight says:
CTO: Why didn't I think o' that'? ::Performs suggested course of action::
Host Chancellor says:
Action: the noise level in the great Hall raises substantially
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: I have vague hints, signs, traces ::Says this as though he's correcting himself each time:: of what may be a Vulcan/Romulan hybrid that matches our pattern.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Location?
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: :;quietly:: Well... she appears to be holding her own.  Now its up to the Council to behave like rational beings and not like... well... irrational, challenged, defensive Klingons?
EO_ivanova says:
CNS: Klingon High Council is very rational ma'am.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CNS: Isn't that normal for them?
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: Interesting rumors and innuendos Captain... but hardly proof. What I would prefer is an explanation of your new cloak.
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: It's uncertain sir. ::Quavers with the word "uncertain":: But it could be in the chambers.
CNS_Cutter says:
CTO: Um.. well... yeah.  But one can always hope.
Host XO_Cutter says:
::groans::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: What do they want. K`Tro himself to come to the Council Saying Here I am?!?!
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Contact your team....  have them run a scan of the chamber with their tricorders.  They should be close enough to see if K'tro is in the chambers
OPS_Verradi says:
::Frowns now, quite uncertain of... everything:: XO: Or maybe it's not in the chambers.
CNS_Cutter says:
::drops her head forward and rubs her temples:: All: Of course he's in there...
OPS_Verradi says:
XO/SO: I need the entire sensor array ::Finally some strength!::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
OPS: Beam them down, discreetly please, outside the chambers.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Keep trying to isolate the location.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Take it.
SO_Knight says:
::Gives OPS what he needs without too much damper on his scans:: OPS: Ya got it.
CNS_Cutter says:
XO: Well?  Do we let Sam know or wait until we know exactly where the little blighter is?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Yoinks all of the lateral sensor array and uses it, with renewed force, to scan for their hybrid. Note that he took it -all- (which he has the power to do as OPS--yay!)::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CNS:  We need to wait till we know.
Host CO_Skye says:
@Chancellor:  One of our ship has met up with him.  This person was told about plans.  We know he is here.
OPS_Verradi says:
::Leaves nothing for the poor SO to scan with while he wields the sensor array to find... somewhat more clear results::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
@::The team begins to scan for K`Tro::
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: you have a so called witness? By all means produce him... we will listen to your explanation of the cloak as we wait.
SO_Knight says:
::Waits for his sensors to comeback online::
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Turning slightly and tapping her combadge, whispering so only her XO can hear..:: *XO*: Jayden......is Sarah up to it?  If not we'll find another way.
CNS_Cutter says:
::hisses at the screen:: Heck with the mythical cloak you looney!  K'Tro wants you for breakfast!
Host XO_Cutter says:
*CO*  Not even close Sam.  Also...  we're not sure, but we think K'tro might be in the chambers.
Host CO_Skye says:
@::Her eyes widen upon hearing Jayden.  She pauses for a moment looking around and opens her mind searching for K'tro..:: Chancellor: The truth is we have no cloak.  I will even permit a small contingency of three to search the Hayden attesting to the fact.
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Results are still... uncertain. He seems to be in there at some point, not at others. Permission to divert power from other systems?
OPS_Verradi says:
::Is so brave now! Oh look what happens when you toss a good bone his way::
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Secondary systems only.
OPS_Verradi says:
XO: Yes sir. ::Takes the XO for all he's worth, shutting off just about every secondary system there is to be found, and rerouting the extra power to the sensors, which are now quite ridiculous in strength::
OPS_Verradi says:
::Sends premade notes to the operators of those secondary systems--he likes to add a personal touch to his job::
Host Chancellor says:
@CO: we will retire while it is done. ::stands and leaves the chamber::
Host CO_Skye says:
@*XO*: Jayden. I want them heavily guarded.
Host XO_Cutter says:
*CO*  Understood
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Get a security escort put together for our Klingon guests.
Host Chancellor says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>



